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Abstract. To implement the principle of Privacy by Design mentioned
in the European General Data Protection Regulation one important mea-
surement stated there is pseudonymisation. Pseudonymous data is widely
used in medical applications and is investigated e.g. for vehicular ad-
hoc networks and Smart Grid. The concepts used there address a broad
range of important aspects and are therefore often specific and complex.
Some privacy patterns are already addressing pseudonymity, but they
are mostly abstract or rather very specific. This paper proposes privacy
patterns for the development of pseudonymity concepts based on the
analysis of pseudonymity solutions in use cases.
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1 Introduction

The use of pseudonymisation is proposed in the European General Data Pro-
tection Regulation (GDPR) [1] as an important measurement for implement-
ing Privacy by Design and to enhance the security of processing. It would be
preferable to render data anonynomous such that the data subject is no longer
identifiable, but this has been proven hard in some applications by Naranyan
without considerable data utility loss [23]. Pseudonymisation of data is already
widely used for the processing of patient data in medical studies or in the con-
text of e-health applications [14]. Other application areas where pseudonymity
concepts are investigated include Smart Grid applications [32], vehicular ad-hoc
networks (VANETs) [20] where location privacy is in the focus, billing [8] and
RFID applications [13].

Compared to this considerable amount of pseudonymity approaches for spe-
cific use cases, privacy patterns collections [6] and a review of privacy pattern
research by Lenhard et al. [18] mention relatively few pseudonymity patterns in
their spreadsheet. These patterns are mainly very abstract as e.g. Pseudonymous
Identity, Pseudonymous Messaging and few are rather complex e.g. Attribute-
based Credentials [6] or Pseudonym Broker Pattern proposed by Hillen [15].

The aim of this paper is to analyse pseudonymity solutions for use cases
in various domains, identify important elements of these solutions and propose
additional pseudonymity patterns based on these elements. These patterns are
integrated with existing patterns in the context of a pattern language.



2 Related Work

Pseudonymity patterns were already proposed by Hafiz [12]. In his pattern lan-
guage for privacy enhancing technologies he integrated the rather general pattern
Pseudonymous Identity. This pattern is described as “hid[ing] anonymity targets
under a pseudonym” [12]. It is recommended to hide an identity using a “random
pseudonym that does not relate to the original”. Hafiz lists important use cases
and related work regarding pseudonymisation technologies. The pattern itself
is however very generic. Important issues (Insider attacks, Reversibility of the
pseudonym mapping, ephemeral pseudonyms etc.) are already mentioned but
not addressed in detail.

The pattern Pseudonymous Messaging [6] has a focus on a specific use case.
The idea is to exchange the communication partners’ addresses with pseudonyms
known by a trusted third party, which preserves the pseudonymity of users
but itself is able to re-identify the pseudonyms. This pattern is also known
as Pseudonymous E-Mail proposed by Schumacher in 2003 [33]. Pseudonymity
may also be implemented using Attribute-based Credentials [6], which provide
a rather complex but full-fledged identity management solution. Privacy En-
hancing Technologies (PETs), such as IBM Identity Mixer allow a user to gener-
ate unlinkable pseudonyms, while allowing zero-knowledge attribute verifications
[17]. Pseudonyms may also be bound to a certain context (domain pseudonyms),
to allow linking multiple visits of the same person. Attribute-based Credentials
also provide an Inspector Authority for identity recovery. The Pseudonym Bro-
ker Pattern was proposed by Hillen [15] and is based on a Trusted Third Party
(TTP), which generates pseudonyms from the combination of a subject ID, a
partner cloud ID and a time-frame. The pseudonyms are therefore relationship-
based and time-limited.

Beside single patterns and pattern languages there are several privacy pat-
tern catalogues. The website privacypatterns.eu consists of 26 patterns, with
additional eight dark patterns on the subdomain dark.privacypatterns.eu. An-
other catalogue is privacypatterns.org covering 50 patterns (duplicates removed)
without any dark patterns. In general this catalogue is a superset of privacypat-
terns.eu. Drozd suggests a catalogue where 38 patterns are classified according
to ISO/IEC 29100:2011 (E), to integrate privacy patterns into the software de-
velopment process [7]. Furthermore Lenhard et al. collected and categorized a
large list of 148 (not necessarily unique) patterns from different publications
as part of their literature study [18]. Caiza et al. created a taxonomy of types
of relationships of patterns [3]. These relationships are also employed here to
investigate the connections between pseudonym patterns.

3 Background

As a basis for the following analysis pseudonymisation approaches from different
use cases are reviewed. Also the comprehensive investigation of general aspects of
pseudonymity in the terminology paper by Pfitzmann et al. [28] are considered.

https://privacypatterns.eu
https://dark.privacypatterns.eu
https://privacypatterns.org)
https://privacypatterns.eu
https://privacypatterns.eu


Pseudonyms are mostly prevalent in the health sector and are particularly
used for the pseudonymisation of patients data used in medical research. The
data usage can be divided into primary or secondary usage. Often data for
medical research projects is derived from data collected during the treatment
of diseases etc. and as such described as secondary use. Primary usage however
may be present, for example when a new medication is tested, without actual
treatment in the first place.

Other uses of pseudonyms may occur, for example when only partial records
are transmitted to a third party for evaluation (such as blood samples being
sent to a laboratory). Furthermore e-health (Electronic Health Record (EHR),
German Electronic Health Card (eGK)) approaches often employ pseudonyms to
prevent linkability between multiple health organizations, and as such follow the
principle of data separation. Modern approaches for pseudonym-based privacy
in e-health are usually data owner centric and protect against attackers from the
inside (e.g. administrators).

Riedl et al. created PIPE [25], a privacy-preserving EHR system, which em-
ploys layer-based security in combination with pseudonymised data fragments to
provide unlinkability between a patient’s data and their identity, as well as un-
linkability between different health record fragments of the same patient. They
furthermore employ a thresholded secret sharing scheme as a mechanism to re-
cover access keys in case of destroyed or lost smart cards [31]. However their
approach is patented and therefore there are usage restrictions. Heurix et al.
also proposed PERiMETER, which extends their previous work to also include
privacy-preserving metadata queries [14].

Caumanns describes an architecture developed for the German electronic
health insurance card [5], which was developed at the Fraunhofer Institute for
Software and Systems Engineering. The approach uses a ticket-based (challenge-
response) method to authenticate users, while keeping links between data frag-
ments hidden using pseudonyms. Stingl and Slamanig also proposed an approach
based on unlinkable data fragments in 2007 [35]. Other pseudonymisation sys-
tems, which are not data owner centric, often employ trusted third parties
(TTPs) [29,26] for organizational separated pseudonymisation (often required
by law). The TTPs store pseudonym tables or cryptographic secrets necessary
to perform pseudonymisation, and often furthermore allow the inverted mapping:
re-identification of pseudonyms. Neubauer and Kolb compare different pseudo-
nymisation methods for medical data with a focus on legal aspects [24].

Another area where pseudonyms are investigated are Smart Grid solutions.
Data owners in this scenario are typically inhabitants. Detailed data about their
energy consumption is collected by smart meters. Low-frequency data is collected
for billing purposes, while high-frequency data may be used for fast demand re-
sponse and to improve the grid efficiency. Furthermore there may be advanced
use cases, such as incentive-based demand response schemes [10]. While low-
frequency data was more or less collected previously in combination with the
customers identity, high-frequency data may have an high impact on the privacy
of inhabitants. Therefore to prevent misuse of the data, many approaches use



pseudonyms to establish unlinkability between the customers identity and the
collected power consumption data. Furthermore temporal unlinkability (estab-
lished through changing pseudonyms) between sequentially recorded profiles is
used to reduce the traceability and therefore the risk of re-identification. Rot-
tondi et al. [32] deploy so-called privacy-preserving nodes (PPNs) together with
a secret sharing scheme, to separate the pseudonymisation process from the as-
signed data and to unlink the network address of the smart meter from the pseu-
donymised data. Finster and Baumgart combine blind signatures, a lightweight
one-way peer-to-peer anonymisation network and a bloom filter to realize pseu-
donymised data collection without a trusted third party, while preserving the
unlinkability between network addresses and customer data [9].

Another interesting area to consider is the incorporation of electric vehicles
into the smart grid via vehicle-to-grid (V2G) networks. There challenges arise,
such as location privacy, when the vehicle is authenticating to the grid in many
different places, as needed for online electric vehicles [16], as well as information
about the battery level which may be used for further tracking [19].

In the field of vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) privacy-preserving so-
lutions are investigated mainly with a focus on location privacy [37,20], often
by using changing pseudonyms. Mano et al. express the need for pseudonymisa-
tion of datasets of location trajectories for analysis of mobility patterns. They
claim that anonymised datasets (e.g. using k-anonymity) typically do not pro-
vide enough information about those patterns, when compared against pseudo-
nymised per-user trajectories [21]. To protect them concerning re-identification,
they propose to exchange the pseudonym at hub locations and introduce metrics
and a verification algorithm to check whether the pseudonym exchange can be
effective for all users based on plausible paths.

In the area of billing, pseudonyms are used to separate the process of payment
(which typically but not always [22] requires the identity of the user) from the
actual usage of a particular service [38,8]. Furthermore pseudonyms may be
applied to create transactions, which are not linkable in different contexts [34].
Gudymenko proposes a privacy-preserving e-ticketing system for fine-granular
billing, by separating pseudonymised tracing of travel records and end user billing
using a trusted third party [11]. Falletta et al. propose a distributed billing
system, which requires the interaction of multiple entities to disclose the user’s
identity, therefore avoiding a single trusted third party [8].

In RFID systems, regularly changing pseudonyms (often based on crypto-
graphic algorithms) are used to prevent tracking of RFID tags for unauthen-
ticated readers. Henrici et al. apply the concept of onion routing in an RFID
tag pseudonymisation infrastructure to prevent unwanted tracking of RFID tags
[13].

Biskup and Flegel use transaction-based pseudonyms and apply a thresholded
secret sharing scheme in an intrusion detection system to allow re-identification
of a particular user only when a certain threshold of policy violations has been
exceeded [2].



4 Analysis of Pseudonymity Approaches

To dissect the different pseudonym systems in the use cases summarized in Sec-
tion 3 as a starting point for the analysis, the following central areas are investi-
gated to identify the basic building blocks of pseudonym systems. First pseudo-
nym generation is investigated and second additional functionality is considered
which is necessary for the pseudonym system to fulfil its purpose.

When a pseudonym is used to protect privacy, its purpose is usually to foster
the unlinkability between an individual and its pseudonyms. Therefore an impor-
tant question is the scope a pseudonym. As described by Pfitzmann and Hansen
[28], there are different types of pseudonyms, depending on the scope/context3

of their usage (e.g. role pseudonym, relationship pseudonym, transaction pseu-
donym etc.). We extend this concept to a general scope, which may be defined
by a combination of many factors that limit the usage/validity of a pseudonym.
For example a pseudonym may be time-limited (i.e. only valid for one week), as
well as relationship-based (i.e. differs for each party interacting with the pseu-
donym). The idea of the Minimal Pseudonym Scope pattern we propose, is to
limit this scope to the smallest possible one for the purpose of data processing.

Another component of pseudonym generation is how the actual pseudonym
is created. Hafiz suggests in the Pseudonymous Identity pattern, that “a random
pseudonym [should be adopted], that does not relate to the original” [12]. How-
ever, it is not always the case that a pseudonym is really random, since typically
pseudonyms are generated. For example cryptographic techniques may be used
to generate a pseudonym, e.g. by encrypting or hashing certain information.
This is especially useful when pseudonyms should be re-identifiable by a trusted
third party. Furthermore, techniques such as Attribute-based Credentials also al-
low the creation of pseudonyms, which may need to fulfil certain cryptographic
properties, e.g. in the case of a domain pseudonym. The actual method of gen-
eration often depends on other properties of the pseudonym system, therefore
no additional pattern is proposed in this area.

In many cases pseudonyms are generated by a trusted third party, which
in most cases also allows this trusted third party to re-identify pseudonyms,
i.e. to link them back to the original (hidden) identity. However, particularly
research regarding pseudonymous e-health systems noticed an inherent risk of re-
identification by insiders (e.g. administrators) or due to database leaks. Therefore
the abstract pattern Data-owner based Pseudonymisation is proposed, which
switches roles and allows the data owner to create pseudonyms. The idea is
to decrease the risk of re-identification and unwanted linkability in comparison
to a trusted third party for pseudonym creation. This however does not mean
that re-identification (e.g. in the case of misuse) is always completely impossible.
For example in the case of Attribute-based Credentials with the presence of an
inspector authority, it is still possible to recover the identity behind a pseudonym,
while the separation of entities (issuer, verifier, inspector authority and user)

3 In this paper the notion “scope” is used in order to prevent confusion with the
context of patterns.



separates powers. Furthermore in some cases it may be sufficient to let the user
prove that she/he is or is not the holder of a pseudonym, e.g. in legal disputes,
without a trusted party being able to recover an identity behind a pseudonym.

For the second category regarding additional functionality in pseudonym sys-
tems, two main strategies were identified: Protection against re-identification and
its counterpart Selective Linkability if needed for a specific service. To protect
against re-identification, especially the use of Anonymisation Networks is com-
mon. The existing pattern Onion Routing is not always used, instead proxies
or lightweight anonymisation networks are employed, especially in Internet of
Things use cases such as Smart Grid or RFID systems. This may indicate, that
a more abstract pattern Anonymisation networks is necessary to capture the
diverse requirements and approaches of such systems.

Furthermore with additional data which may being linked to a pseudonym,
the risk of re-identification due to inference attacks increases. To cope with
this risk, strategies such as data de-identification/de-sensitization can be used.
However, this may also decrease the utility of the data and therefore the quality
of the service. Another approach, especially present in e-health use cases is to
separate the data into small fragments, which are unlinkable by default but
may be linked by the data owner. This prevents trivial linkability for insiders
as well as in the case of a database breach, while keeping utility to authorized
parties. Hence the pattern Data fragments is proposed especially for the use in
the e-health context, were sensitive (i.e. medical) data is processed.

To allow users to share the information which pseudonyms for data fragments
are connected to the same individual in a selective way, the Encrypted Link pat-
tern as a kind of data owner based authorization system is proposed, in contrast
to standard access control systems. While the Data fragments pattern can be
seen as primarily establishing unlinkability and preventing re-identification, the
Encrypted Link pattern selectively establishes linkability in a secure way without
leaking unnecessary information to unauthorized entities.

When the pattern Minimal Pseudonym Scope is applied, but selective link-
ability is necessary to exchange data across different scopes, the Pseudonym
Converter pattern can be applied. When party A wants to send data regarding
a pseudonymous subject S to party B, but A and B have their own distinct
pseudonyms referring to S, a pseudonym converter may translate between the
parties without directly establishing the link between two pseudonyms. On the
other side, given a pseudonym system based on a trusted third party responsible
for pseudonym generation, a good practice for data minimization is to apply the
Data hidden from Pseudonymiser pattern, such that the pseudonymiser is only
responsible for translating between identities and pseudonyms without access to
related data, not necessary for that sole purpose. We found different methods
for hiding the data, such as de-identification, encryption and secret splitting.

Finally it may be necessary to recover the identity behind a pseudonym
for reasons such as handling of misuse. This functionality was required in many
systems and handled in different ways, therefore the pattern Recoverable Identity
is proposed to capture this important concept and ways to implement it.



5 Pseudonymity Patterns

In this section we present our patterns for pseudonymity, as well as relations
between those pattern and existing patterns (see Fig. 1). We created eight pat-
terns, however due to page limitations, we present only a subset of them4. An
overview of the remaining can be seen in Table 1.

Recoverable Identity

Pseudonym Broker
Pseudonym Converter

Minimal Pseudonym Scope

Pseudonymous Messaging

Pseudonymous Identity

Data hidden from Pseudonymiser

Data owner-based Pseudonymisation
Anonymisation NetworkData fragments

Attribute-based Credentials

Anonymity Set

Onion RoutingEncrypted Link
Private Link

Buddy List
Encryption with user-managed keys

similar

leads to uses

extends

refines

uses

refines

leads to

refines

refines

conflicts

uses

extends

requires

similar

complements

uses

uses

complements

uses

existing

new

Fig. 1. Pattern language for pseudonymity patterns

5.1 Minimal Pseudonym Scope

Summary: Restrict the linkability of a pseudonym by limiting the usage to the
smallest possible scope for the purpose of data processing (data minimization).
Context: It is often not necessary for a pseudonym to have a very broad scope
in the general case. Even if linkability across different scopes is necessary, usually
not every party (e.g. an attacker) should be able to link pseudonyms trivially.
Problem: Pseudonyms are usually used to protect an identity from being dis-
closed. However when using only a single unique pseudonym for an identity,
it becomes increasingly traceable and it may be linked across several databases
and scopes. With more information about an identity, re-identification of a pseu-
donym becomes increasingly likely. Also in case of a data breach, datasets with
potentially different information about an identity, which refer to the same pseu-
donym become linkable for attackers.

4 The full pattern catalogue can be retrieved from https://github.com/a-gabel/
pseudonym-privacy-patterns

https://github.com/a-gabel/pseudonym-privacy-patterns
https://github.com/a-gabel/pseudonym-privacy-patterns


Forces/Concerns: Controllers may want linkability across different scopes for
some services. Users may prefer not to be tracked across multiple scopes.
Solution: To prevent linkability across different scopes using a pseudonym, one
may limit the use of a pseudonym to a small scope. For different scopes, different
pseudonyms are used, which cannot be linked without additional information. A
scope may be depend on a role (e.g. shopping or video on demand), relationship
(Company A or B), location, time frame or transaction (one-time use). Further-
more combinations may be useful (e.g. role-relationship), depending on the use
case. The controller needs to balance the purpose of the service and privacy of
users. The scope has to be chosen according to the principle of data minimiza-
tion. Selective Linkability can also be established via Recoverable Identity or
Pseudonym Converter, which might decrease the risk in case of a data breach.
Benefits: In case of a data breach, pseudonyms across different scopes may not
be linked trivially. Pseudonyms only refer to (small) partial identities, which
cannot be linked trivially.
Liabilities: Additional complexity may be necessary, if linkability of pseudonyms
in different scopes is necessary under certain conditions (e.g. by applying a Pseu-
donym Converter).
Examples: A user may use different relationship-pseudonyms [28], to limit
linkability across different organizations. For example a user may want to use a
different pseudonym for a dating website and for their business profile. Further-
more the pseudonym of a car in a car-to-x network may change depending on
location and time-frame.
[Known Uses]: Pommerening and Reng use a different pseudonym for each
secondary use project of electronic health record (EHR) data [29]. Mano et. al
exchange pseudonyms of users when they meet at the same hub and propose
a privacy verification algorithm [21]. Rottondi et al. use a time-limited pseudo-
nym to prevent linkability of smart meters over a longer time window in a smart
grid system [32]. Industrial uses include the GSM standard with the Temporary
Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI; time- and location-limited scope), or tok-
enization which is recommended by the Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS), resulting in different pseudonyms per party (relationship-
based) and time-frame (validity of the tokenization key) [27].
[Related Patterns]: Extends Pseudonymous Identity, as it improves the ex-
isting solution of protecting identities behind a pseudonym by giving it a small
scope, thus making it more difficult to re-identify. Complements Recoverable
Identity, as the small scope leads to less data being linked to the real identity in
case of re-identification. It is complemented by Recoverable Identity, as it may
help to prevent misuse when many pseudonyms make it hard to track/block a
user. Used by Pseudonym Broker, as pseudonyms are different for each orga-
nization and time frame, as well as by Data Fragments and Data owner-based
Pseudonymisation. Required by Pseudonym Converter.



5.2 Recoverable Identity

Summary: The identity behind a pseudonym is recoverable under certain con-
ditions.
Context: Pseudonym system are usually designed such that the re-identification
of a pseudonym (i.e. determining the identity behind a pseudonym) is reason-
ably hard. In many cases it is sufficient to be able to link different transactions
via pseudonyms. However in some cases, it might be necessary to recover the
identity behind a pseudonym, for example in case of misuse of the system. Then
e.g. only a trusted party/combination of multiple trusted parties should be able
to recover the identity behind a pseudonym.
Problem: If identity recovery is necessary, it should usually only be possible in
very specific and constrained cases.
Forces/Concerns: Users may fear, that their identity is recovered in cases where
it is not necessary (e.g. the user did not misuse the system), resulting in com-
promise of their privacy. Therefore the trusted party which is able to recover
pseudonyms should transparently show and enforce their policies. The party
should be trusted by both the controller and the users. The controller may want
to identify users, e.g. for legal or payment purposes.
Solution: Restrict the ability of identity recovery via organizational and tech-
nical constraints.
[Implementation:] One option can be to use a Trusted Third Party for Iden-
tity Recovery. The pseudonym mapping may be stored in a table or encrypted
inside the pseudonym. Another option is to use secret sharing to allow identity
recovery only with n > t operators, or with enough evidence (in case of misuse).
Furthermore anonymous credentials / Attribute-based Credentials with a trusted
inspector authority may be used.
Benefits: The identity behind a pseudonym is only recoverable in very specific,
constrained cases. Misuse of the system by pseudonymous users may be limited,
as users are informed about the possibility of identity recovery in such cases.
Liabilities: Users may have less trust in the system, if the policy for identity
recovery or the technological barriers are too lax.
Examples: In a Pseudonymous Messaging system where users are communicat-
ing via email, pseudonymous users may be re-identified by a trusted third party,
if they abuse the system, e.g. for illegal purposes. The pseudonymiser (the en-
tity which translates real email addresses to pseudonymous ones) encrypts the
original identity inside the pseudonymous e-mail address and is therefore the
only entity which is able to recover an identity from a pseudonym only. Another
example: In a smart grid system, each smart meter uses a pseudonym, which is
generated by encrypting identifiable information (e.g. an ID known to the grid
operator) using the public key of a trusted third party (TTP). The TTP may
recover identities behind pseudonyms in case of misuse using its private key.
[Known Uses]: Hussain et al. use a secret sharing scheme to allow only the com-
bination of all revocation authorities to recover the identity behind the pseudo-
nym of an online electric vehicle (OLEV) in case of a legal need, such as refusing
to pay after electricity consumption [16]. Rottondi et al. allow the Configurator,



a trusted party of a Smart Grid system, the recovery of identities by decrypting
the identity as part of the pseudonym using its private key [32]. Biskup and
Flegel use a secret sharing scheme to allow re-identification of pseudonyms in
an intrusion detection system only when there is enough evidence (i.e. enough
events from a certain identity within a time-frame) [2]. Attribute-based Creden-
tial Systems allow re-identification of users via a separate Inspector authority.
[Related Patterns]: Complements Pseudonymous Messaging, as it may help
to prevent misuse of the messaging service. Complements Minimal Pseudonym
Scope, as it helps to re-identify users in case of misuse. Similar to Pseudonym
Converter, as both patterns allow a trusted third party (TTP) to selectively link
a pseudonym. In case of the Pseudonym Converter, a TTP can link pseudonyms,
while in Recoverable Identity the TTP can link a pseudonym to an identity.

5.3 Data hidden from Pseudonymiser

Summary: Data being pseudonymised is not readable by the Pseudonymiser
(entity which assigns pseudonyms).
Context: The pseudonymiser (i.e. the entity which creates pseudonyms and as-
signs them to identities) is usually only responsible for assigning pseudonyms,
but does not need to have access to additional data. For example a pseudo-
nymisation entity for medical data may not need access to the assigned medical
reports etc.. Additionally, pseudonyms may be generated based on unique IDs
instead of identifiable information (e.g. name).
Problem: When assigning a pseudonym to an identity the pseudonymiser might
learn additional information, which may be unwanted and unnecessary.
Forces/Concerns: The pseudonymiser needs some kind of reference to the origi-
nal identity. However, information about the person (such as the name or further
information) may not be necessary. A secure channel between a data source and
the party which receives pseudonymised data might be needed.
Solution: Hide data assigned to an identity by e.g. applying cryptographic mea-
sures before pseudonymisation.
[Implementation]: Encryption of the data: Before sending an identity and data
to a pseudonymiser, encrypt the assigned data using public key cryptography.
The pseudonymiser will receive a tuple (ID,Enc(data)) from the data source
as pseudonymisation request and will send a tuple (Pseudonym,Enc(data)) to
a party from which the real identity should be hidden. The receiving party is
able to decrypt the hidden data using its private key. Secret Sharing: Use a
secret sharing scheme to split the assigned data into parts, which are then pseu-
donymised by multiple distinct pseudonymisers. The receiving party is able to
reconstruct the data if all parts are received, but each pseudonymiser on its own
is unable to do so. De-identification: If the pseudonymiser for a specific reason
needs to have access to the assigned data, the additional use of de-identification
methods to remove identifiable data (e.g. name, ID card number, birth data,
. . . ) is strongly recommended.
Benefits: The pseudonymiser does not learn additional information about an
identity. Identities may be referred to as unique random identifiers, such that



other identifiable data (such as a person’s name) is also not available to the
pseudonymiser.
Liabilities: Additional complexity of the system may arise depending on how
the hiding mechanism is implemented.
Examples: A medical clinic may need to pseudonymise patients’ medical data
to be used in a research project. Instead of sending complete patient records
with identifiable data (name, birth date etc.) to a pseudonymiser, only a list of
randomly generated unique IDs is sent to the pseudonymiser. The pseudonym-
iser then converts each ID to a unique pseudonym and sends the resulting list
(with the same order as the original list) to the research organization. Further-
more the clinic sends de-identified medical records (same order) to the research
organization. The research organisation may then refer to a patient using the
pseudonym from the list, while the pseudonymiser does not have any access to
the medical data. Instead of sending the medical data separately, a clinic may
also encrypt it for the research party and send it encrypted to the pseudonym-
iser, who is unable to read the encrypted data.
[Known Uses]: Pommerening and Reng hide associated medical data for the
pseudonymiser by encrypting it for the receiving research organization [29].
Noumeir et al. perform de-identification of radiology data before sending it to
a pseudonymisation system to reduce the risk of identification [26]. Rottondi et
al. use a secret splitting scheme in a smart meter system to let several pseu-
donymisation nodes pseudonymise shares of a smart meter (producer) reading,
ensuring that these nodes cannot read the data, while the receiving node (con-
sumer) can do so, when receiving all secret shares [32]. Rahim et al. perform
pre-pseudonymisation of patient identifiers in addition to encryption of the as-
signed medical data to completely hide identifiable information from the pseu-
donymisation server [30].
[Related Patterns]: Used by Pseudonym Broker, as the data assigned to a
pseudonym is sent to a database or to a portal without any interaction with
the Trusted Third Party, which acts as the pseudonymiser. Conflicts with Data
owner-based Pseudonymisation, because the data owner (i.e. the pseudonymiser)
already has knowledge of the data and it is not useful to hide that data. Comple-
ments Pseudonymous Messaging, as it hides the message content from the party
which performs the pseudonymisation of the messages, providing additional pri-
vacy.

5.4 Data fragments

Summary: Split data of a single identity into small fragments and assign each
fragment its own pseudonym. Only authorized entities are given the knowledge
of which pseudonyms belong together.
Context: Whenever a collection of pseudonymised data records are under risk
of re-identification by inference attacks due to the informative value of combined
fields.
Problem: A record of data about an identity may contain enough information
to re-identify it, even if primary identifiers are removed from the record. For



example the combination of the attributes gender, ZIP code and birth date may
uniquely identify 87% of the US-American population [36]. Furthermore it may
be unwanted in a system to enable anyone with access to the dataset (e.g. also
insiders like administrators) to be able to link sensitive data.
Forces/Concerns: Using server-side encryption may not help, if insiders such as
administrators have access to the encryption keys. Encrypting the data using
end-to-end encryption (i.e. unauthorized entities do not have access to the keys)
might help, however when the dataset is large the performance penalty may be
unacceptable/impractical. De-identification of the data using techniques from
the area of Statistical Disclosure Control may work for some scenarios. However,
such techniques may remove data needed for the use case.
Solution: Instead of storing related data with a single pseudonym, split the
data into small fragments, which are hard to re-identify by themselves, and as-
sign each fragment its own unique pseudonym. Only authorized persons or sys-
tems get the knowledge of which pseudonyms (i.e. which data fragments) belong
to the same identity. It is also possible to reveal only partial information about
which fragments belong together, to limit access to certain parts of data records.
The pattern may furthermore be combined with de-identification to de-sensitize
potentially identifiable data such as birth dates (e.g. mask day and month of
birth) before transmitting the data.
Benefits: Enables unlinkability of data fragments by default, while authorized
entities are able to link subsets of fragments. May significantly reduce the risk
of insider attacks, as insiders are unable to link fragments or establish a relation
to an identity. In case of a data breach, data fragments remain unlinkable for
attackers without additional knowledge. Computationally efficient, as data frag-
ments do not necessarily have to be encrypted
Liabilities: Increases complexity of the system, as knowledge about pseudonyms
needs to be managed.
Examples: In an e-health system where health records or metadata of records
from patients are stored centrally, instead of storing data referring to the same
person in a linkable way, data fragments may be used to split health records
into small fragments. For example each medical result is stored as a sepa-
rate fragment. Only the data owner (i.e. the patient) has the knowledge which
pseudonyms/data fragments belong to her. When the data owner wants to share
fragments with a doctor, new pseudonyms pointing to the fragments can be gen-
erated and shared with the doctor.
[Known Uses]: PIPE (Pseudonymisation of Information for Privacy in E-
Health) uses data fragments for electronic health records. By default only the pa-
tient (data owner) is able to access her health records. Access to the pseudonyms
is managed through a central metadata storage which is encrypted with the users
keys. The data owner may decide to give access to some records to selected med-
ical personnel by creating additional pseudonyms referring to fragments [25].
Identifiable and non-identifiable data is also unlinkable by default, so the system
may be employed for secondary use, e.g. in research. Stingl and Slamanig de-
scribe a concept for an e-health portal, which uses unlinkable and undetectable



partial identities of a patient to keep separate health records for participating
parties (i.e. dentist and general practitioner access different partial identities)
[35]. The Fraunhofer ISST designed a concept for the German electronic health
card (eGK), which uses ticket-based authorization and challenge-based authenti-
cation to allow fine-granular access control to data fragments, which are unlink-
able by default [5]. Biskup and Flegel use a secret sharing scheme to assign each
event in an intrusion detection system a unique pseudonym, which keeps events
unlinkable until enough evidence for re-identification is available [2]. Camenisch
and Lehmann propose the use of “data snippets”, which are stored with unlink-
able pseudonyms. A central entity is able to link those snippets and may provide
de-identified subsets of the original record to authorized parties. They suggest
the use a central Pseudonym Converter, which is able to convert pseudonyms in
a blind way while providing auditability for users [4].
[Related Patterns]: Uses Minimal Pseudonym Scope, as every data fragment
gets its own pseudonym, therefore the scope of a pseudonym is very limited.
Refines Data owner-based pseudonymisation, as it allows the data owner in a
more specific context (i.e. shared repository of data) to perform the pseudonym-
isation and therefore provide a more privacy-preserving solution in comparison
to a trusted third party solution. Extended by Encrypted Link.

Pattern Description

Pseudonym Converter A separate entity, the Converter, is able to trans-
late a pseudonym from one scope to a pseudonym
in another scope.

Encrypted Link To authorize access to data fragments in a way
that is not detectable by third parties, encrypt
pseudonyms, pointing to data fragments.

Anonymisation Network Hide the network identity of a communication
partner by adding anonymisation nodes between
communication partners.

Data owner-based Pseudo-
nymisation

Generate and assign pseudonyms on the data
owner side instead of using a third party, to keep
the link between pseudonym and the data owner
hidden from other parties.

Table 1. Further patterns for pseudonymity (summary)

6 Discussion and Final Remarks

In this paper privacy patterns and a pattern language for pseudonymity is pro-
posed, which try to close the gap between very abstract and very complex pseu-
donymity patterns and to ease the development of pseudonym systems. For data
minimization and unlinkability Minimal Pseudonym Scope, Data fragments, and



Data hidden from pseudonymiser may be applied. To establish selective linkabil-
ity, while staying restricted to a small audience, Recoverable Identity, Pseudonym
Converter and Encrypted Link can assist. Furthermore to shift the asymmetry of
power to the data owner side, the patterns Data owner-based Pseudonymisation
and Anonymisation Networks are useful concepts.

To foster the adoption of privay patterns, the applicability of such patterns
in system development processes needs to be evaluated to derive guidelines for
developers in the context of privacy engineering processes.

The taxonomy of relations between patterns by Caiza et al. [3] is a promising
approach to provide an overview of privacy patterns, because of the visual struc-
ture and the relations between patterns. Some of the pattern relations proposed
there were not fully applicable in the context of privacy patterns. E.g. leads to
specifies that a pattern is necessary, as to not leave unsolved problems. However,
in our experience the existence of problems may depend on the use case (e.g.
Recoverable Identity). Also the relation complements is defined as symmetric,
which was not always the case here.

The importance of a relationship itself is a topic which may be discussed
further. Some relationships may be redundant or not helpful (i.e. referencing
Pseudonymous Identity from every pattern regarding pseudonymity), while oth-
ers may give helpful insights.

Regarding the patterns for pseudonymity it has to be shown, whether this
catalogue is complete or if there may be more patterns, yet to be discovered. An
interesting question is, whether it is actually possible to check that a pattern
language is exhaustive or to at least get hints where something may be miss-
ing. Another observation is the difference in the level of abstraction/complexity
between the patterns. Developing a hierarchy of patterns, or clusters of com-
plexity/abstractions could be a useful concept.
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